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Abstract

An efficient scheme for identifying Semantic Entities within data sets such as multimedia documents, scenes,
signals etc. is proposed in this work. Expression of Semantic Entities in termsof Syntactic Properties is proved
to be isomorphic to appropriately defined finite automata, which also model the identification procedure. Based
on the structure and properties of these automata, formal definitions of attained Validity and Certainty and also
required Complexity are defined as metrics of identification efficiency. The main contribution of the paper relies
on organizing the identification and search procedure in a way that maximizes its validity for bounded Complexity
budgets and reversely minimizes computational Complexity for a given required Validity threshold.

1. Introduction

The procedure of semantic search/indexing is essentially
equivalent to the computation of thedegreethat a seman-
tic entity (e.g. an event, an object, a concept etc) is identified
within a particular environment (e.g. a multimedia document
in the framework of MPEG-7, a scene in computer vision
applications, a set of multi-sensor measurements in the case
of surveillance systems etc). This type of computations and
the resultingidentification degreescorrespond to fuzzy op-
erations and membership values in our setup respectively.
The entire computation procedure relies on a simple type of
knowledge base, which in our framework contains formal
definitions of all searchable semantic entities. In fact, ahi-
erarchical schemeis adopted where each semantic entity is
defined by decomposing it into either "simpler" semantic en-
tities or elementary properties that can be quantified and are
reserving the namesyntactic entities. The aforementioned
decomposition is assumed to obey the "modus ponens" ap-
proach, eg. a semantic entity A is decomposed to the (sim-
pler) semantic and/or syntactic entities X, Y, Z in the sense
that identification of any of X, Y, Z implies identification of
A to a certain degree (relation value)FAX,FAY,FAZ ∈ [0,1]
respectively. The whole collection of (i) Semantic entities
definitions, (ii) Algorithms employed to quantify syntactic
entities, (iii) Relation values, constitute what we call "Se-
mantic Encyclopedia" (see also [3] and references therein
for similar definitions of semantic encyclopedias).

Present work focuses on two main contributions regard-
ing the use of such encyclopedias for semantic search and
indexing. The first is the modelling of use of the afore-
mentioned "semantic" hierarchical schemes by means of fi-
nite automata. The second is the design of efficient methods
for the computation of identification degrees taking into ac-

count the tradeoff between limitations of computational cost
(ie. algorithmic complexity) versus obtained validity of the
identification. Our approach could be particularly important
in real time and/or bulky search/indexing procedures where
hard limits on computational budget are inevitable.

The next section is devoted to the formal definition of
semantic and syntactic entities along with their attributes.
Modelling of semantic search by means of finite automata
is introduced in Section 3. Design of semantic search strate-
gies is described in Section 5 on the basis of validity versus
complexity measures defined in Section 4. Experimental re-
sults that clarify our approach and provide evidence for its
advantages can be found in Section 6. Finally comments on
the obtained results and a listing of open issues has been in-
cluded in our last section.

2. Semantic Encyclopedia - Definitions

2.1. Syntactic Entities

As syntactic feature twe define any measurable quantity (eg.
brightness, frequency, straightness etc) that can be obtained
by applying acorresponding algorithmon a given data set
(eg. a scene, an image, a signal etc). For simplicity we as-
sume real valued syntactic features of either 1-dimension
(eg. brightness onR) or multi-dimension (eg. color onR3).

A syntactic entity or propertyyi(t) is a fuzzy set on a syn-
tactic featuret. For instance the property "very bright" is
defined on the feature "brightness" as illustrated in Figure 1.
We assign the labelYi to a particular Syntactic Entityyi(t)
and assume a finite setY = {Yi} of such labels correspond-
ing to the entire collection of Syntactic Entities of interest.

It is essential to point out that aforementioned computa-
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Figure 1: The syntactic property "very bright".

tional cost/budget refers to the algorithmsτ employed for
measuring the data set under examination in order to assess
the degreeµ ≡ y(τ) up to which the particular data set as-
sumes propertyy(t).

2.2. Semantic Entities

Objects, events, categories or other concepts that may be
handled by human perception/logic are collectively assigned
the termSemantic Entity. In our discussion we assume a set
E of Semantic Entities of interest with a further assumption
that each entity with labelEi ∈ E can be "described" on the
basis of other Semantic Entities withinE and/or Syntactic
Entities withinY in a manner explained below, in Section
2.3. Note thatE andY form the building blocks of the Se-
mantic Encyclopedia.

Provided that description are not cyclic, every Semantic
Entity can be fully described by gradually decomposing it
into lower level Entities (either Semantic or Syntactic).

We also assume that more than one different descriptions
for each entity may be available.

Figure 2 illustrates three descriptions of the formA →
{a, C} or A → {a, d} andC → {b, c), where→ denotes
that the LHS is described on the basis of the RHS entities
and using the convention that lower (upper) case labels cor-
respond to syntactic (semantic) entities.

Substitution C with by its own description, yields two
alternative descriptions forA, namely:A1 → {a, b, c} and
A2 →{a, d}

A

Ca

A

a d

C

b c

Figure 2: Descriptions.

2.3. Definitions

The presented qualitative description of a Semantic Entity on
the basis of simpler entities can be enriched by more quan-
titative information regarding the degree of relation between
a Semantic Entity and its successors.

Since alternative descriptions of an entityEk provide dif-
ferent amount of information about it, we define asvalidity
mkJ of a descriptionJ of Ek a real number in [0,1] measur-
ing the amount and the quality of the information provided.
EquivalentlymkJ is the degree up to which the particular de-
scription characterizesEk.

In addition, Entities (either Syntactic or Semantic) that are
included in a description have different importance quanti-
fied by a set of corresponding weights. These weights can be
considered as elements of a fuzzy relation onS×S, where
S≡Y

⋃
E (see [3] for a similar discussion). For a particular

Semantic EntityEk ∈ E we defineFkJ : S−{Ek} → [0,1]
for thoseSi ∈ S, participating in a certain descriptionJ (one
of possible alternatives).

We define as aprimary definitionof Ek in terms ofJ the
discrete fuzzy set

EkJ = FkJ1/S1 + FkJ2/S2 + ... + FkJn/Sn (1)

As mentioned above, by replacing the semantic entities
by their respective descriptions and by repeating this proce-
dure recursively, one can base the primary definition of an
entity on syntactic characteristics only. The substitution of
a Semantic EntitySj in Equation 1 by its own description
involves application of fuzzy operations between the corre-
sponding weights and validity coefficients. In order to avoid
complicated expressions necessary to describe substitution
rules of the general case, we quote here a simple exam-
ple corresponding to the definition of Figure 3. According

A

Ca

C

b c

FAJa FAJC FCJ'b FCJ'c

mCJ'

Figure 3: A definition example

to that,A = FAJa/a + FAJC/C andC = FCJ′b/b + FCJ′c/c.
Transforming this to a primary definition we obtain

A = FAJa/a +I(I(mCJ′ , FCJ′b),FAJC)/b

+I(I(mCJ′ , FCJ′c),FAJC)/c (2)

OperationsU andI denote fuzzy union (t-conorm) and in-
tersection (t-norm) respectively. The substitution procedure
yields a number of alternative definitions ofEk on the basis
of syntactic only entities of the form of Equation 3

EkJ = Fk1 /Y1 + Fk2 /Y2 + ... + Fkm/Ym . (3)

In view of Equation 3, our initial problem of identifying
Ek on the basis of available data reduces to running algo-
rithms that evaluate the degree up to which Syntactic Enti-
tiesYi , i = 1· · ·m appear within this data. These degrees are
next combined with Equation 3 to provide the identification
degree of EntityEk due to each particular definitionEkJ. An
overall identification degree is next obtained by combining
the identification degrees of all available alternative defini-
tions.
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3. Modelling via Automata

3.1. Elementary Automaton

The simplest possible definition of the form of Equation 3 is
the one containing a single alternative based on a single Syn-
tactic Entity:A = FAa/a. In order to identifyA, we need to
run only algorithma∈ Ω, whereΩ is the set of all available
algorithms and we choose to label the algorithm borrowing
the names of the corresponding Syntactic Entity. Consider a
scenario where multiple algorithms ofΩ are invoked in the
course of obtaining information from the available data in
a sequential manner. Identification ofA begins only whena
is invoked and actually completes whena has finished. This
procedure can be represented by theelementary automaton
depicted in Figure 4.

a

U{e}- {a}                   U{e}

(    ,{a}) ({a},    )

Figure 4: An elementary automaton.

3.2. Augmented Automaton

It turns out that definition of the general form of Expres-
sion 3 can be modelled by finite automata resulting as inter-
sections ([1]) of elementary automata corresponding to each
single term,Fki/Yi , of the expression. It can be also proved
that if more than one alternative descriptionsEkJ are avail-
able for a Semantic EntityEk, the identification procedure
can be modelled by the union of the finite automata corre-
sponding to each alternative definition. The initial state of
the resultingaugmented automatonis followed by a number
of independent branches, ’1-1’ corresponding to all avail-
able alternative definitions. Each branch has its own single
final state which is reached when all algorithms correspond-
ing to a particular definition have been invoked. Each state
of the automaton corresponds to the evaluation of a subset
of syntactic properties involved in the definition of an en-
tity, or, equivalently, to the execution of a subsetA of the
corresponding algorithmsΩ. Since more than one alterna-
tive definitions may rely on the same syntactic properties,
when evaluating a subset of them, the automaton is non-
deterministically going over to more than one states simul-
taneously. For instance, should the following definitions for
A be given:A1 = {a,b,c} andA2 = {a,d}, the search for
A is shown in Figure 5. The empty symbole in Figure 5
denotes non-deterministic "in vacuo" transition (ie. change
of state without invocation of any algorithm). Each state of
the automaton is labelled by an ordered pair(A,B), whereA
denotes the set of algorithms already run to reach this state
of identification procedure andB the set of algorithms pend-
ing in order to complete evaluation of a certain alternative
definition.

4. Metrics of Search and Identification Procedures

Three types of metrics are introduced to characterize the
identification procedure, namely validity, complexity and
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Figure 5: An augmented automaton representing a semantic
search.

certainty. The first two depend on the content of the seman-
tic encyclopedia while the third one relies on the data under
examination.

4.1. Validity

Each stateq= (A,B) of the augmented automaton represents
a "partial description" of a Semantic Entity, attained by us-
ing the syntactic characteristics included in A. We define the
validity of this state, as the amount of information already
gathered by running the corresponding algorithms. IfmkJ is
the "reliability" of the primary description J ofEk, the valid-
ity of q is defined as:

v
J
(Ek/q) ≡ v

J
(Ek/(A,B)) = I(mkJ, U

t∈A
(Fkt ) ) (4)

where t-conormU is deliberately used as a multiple argu-
ment operator due to its associativity property [2].

On Equation 4 we can comment the following:

• a partial description cannot be more valid than the primary
one

• validity cannot be reduced as we traverse the automa-
ton. Thus, further consideration of syntactic characteris-
tics can only increase the validity of the description.

Taking into account that running a set of algorithms may
simultaneously lead to more than one states (ref. Section
3.2), the obtainedtotal validity is expressed as the fuzzy
union of the validity of these states, i.e.,

V(Ek/Q) = U
q∈Q

[v
J
(Ek/q)] (5)

whereQ = {q1,q2, ...,qn}

For instance when traversing the automaton of Figure 5
and having used algorithms a and b, we reach statesq1 =
({a,b},{c}) andq2 = ({a},{d}), thusQ = {q1,q2} which
yields

V(Ek/Q) =U [(I(mkJ1,U(FkJ1a,FkJ1b))),(I(mkJ2,(FkJ2a)))].
(6)

4.2. Certainty

Certaintyquantifies the degree of our belief that a Semantic
Entity, Ek, has been identified within a data set. The value
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of this metric certainly depends on the results of those algo-
rithms employed to evaluate syntactic properties appearing
in the definitions ofEk. Within our modelling approach a
particular certainty value is attained moving from state to
state of the augmented automaton. In a formal manner, cer-
tainty of a stateq = (A,B) is defined as

µ
J
(Ek/q) ≡ µ

J
(Ek/(A,B)) = I(mkJ, U

t∈A
(I(Fkt,µ(t) ) ) ) (7)

whereµ(t) denotes the degree up to which the data set as-
sumes a particular syntactic property evaluated by running
the algorithmt. We observe that for every stateq, the result-
ing certainty is no greater than its validity. Thus

µ
J
(Ek/q) ≤ v

J
(Ek/q) (8)

In correspondence with total validity, while searching for the
entityEk we define astotal certaintyof a set of simultaneous
statesQ = {q1,q2, ...,qn} the fuzzy union of the certainty of
the participating states:

µ(Ek/Q) = U
i=1,...,n

[µ
J
(Ek/qi)] (9)

It’s evident, because of Equations 5, 8 and 9, that the total
certainty of a state is less than or equal to its corresponding
validity:

µ(Ek/Q) ≤V(Ek/Q) (10)

4.3. Validity vs Certainty

We must point out the fact that validity is computed a pri-
ori for every state and depends only on the reliability of the
given definitions. On the other hand, certainty is dynami-
cally computed, while traversing the automaton and it is in
accordance with the results of the already ran algorithms.
Furthermore certainty cannot be greater than validity, which
means that we cannot be sure about the existence of an entity,
without having taken into consideration enough information,
which in turn would make the answer more valid.

4.4. Complexity

The computational cost of reaching a stateq = (A,B) equals
to the overall complexity of those algorithms contained inA.
Hence we define ascomplexityof a stateq = (A,B), where
A = {t1, t2, ..., tn} the algorithms required to reach this state,
the sum of the complexity of each algorithm:

C((A,B)) = ∑
t∈A

C(t) (11)

Similarly we define astotal complexityof a set of statesQ =
{(A1,B1),(A2,B2), · · ·}, the quantity

Ctotal(Q) = ∑
t∈

⋃

J
AJ

C(t) (12)

5. Design Methodologies

Towards the goal of obtaining a search result which gives
maximum validity with minimum computational complexity
we propose here two design methodologies for the search
procedure. Those are used a priori (before any algorithm is
used) to determine the sequence of algorithms to be run.

However, the fact that, while traversing the augmented au-
tomaton, a set of algorithms can lead us to more than one
states simultaneously, implies extensive computation of the
characteristics of complex states and thus increased compu-
tational complexity.

In order to overcome this we next introduce another struc-
ture for the representation of the search process.

5.1. Equivalent Augmented Automaton

Considering an augmented automatonM1 which depicts the
alternative descriptionsΩ1,Ω2, ...,Ωn of an entityEk then
we form anequivalent augmented automaton M1 which in-
cludes only one description, namelyΩ = Ω1∪Ω2∪ ...∪Ωn.

Each state(A,B) of M2 is a mapping of a set of states
of M1, (A,B)i , which we reach by running the algorithms
belonging toA.

(A,B)i = (Ωi ∩A , Ωi ∩B) (13)

In correspondence with Equations 4, 5 and 13, we define
as validity of(A,B) of M2, the total validity of(A,B)i of M1:

v(Ek/(A,B)) = U
i
(v
J
(Ek/(A,B)i))

= U
i
(v
J
(Ek/((Ωi ∩A , Ωi ∩B)) (14)

Certainty arises in similar manner , according to Equa-
tions 7, 9 and 13:

µ(Ek/(A,B)) = U
i
[µi(Ek/((Ωi ∩A , Ωi ∩B)))] (15)

Finally, observing that(A,B) = U
i
(A,B)i , complexity is de-

fined as:

C((A,B)) = Ctotal
i

((A,B)i) = Ctotal
i

((Ωi ∩A, Ωi ∩B)) (16)

Thus the equivalence betweenM1 andM2 stands on the fact
that by running the same set of algorithms, we achieve a de-
scription of the same validity, certainty and complexity.

Considering the automaton of Figure 5, its equivalent is
depicted in Figure 6
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Figure 6: An Equivalent Augmented Automaton.
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5.2. Design in terms of Validity

Supposing that we want to obtain a "valid" result while
searching for an entity, we define a validity threshold,M,
under which no answer is accepted.

We first find all the states of the constructed equivalent
augmented automaton that satisfy this criterion:

QkM = {q/v(Ek/q) ≥ M} (17)

We next choose the state which requires the less complexity.
Thus:

q0 = minimizer
q∈QkM

C(q) (18)

It is evident that the following restriction must be applied

M ≤ U
i
[v
J
(Ek/ fi)] (19)

so as to avoid the setQkM being empty.

Thus, it suffices to run the set of algorithms that leads to
the stateq0, regardless of the order of execution.

5.3. Design in terms of Complexity

An alternative way of design results when the search is con-
strained by a particular time/complexity thresholdC > 0. In
this case, a set of statesQkC which suffice this constraint is
found:

QkC = {q/C(q) ≤C} (20)

From the setQkC , q0 is chosen which provides maximum
validity:

q0 = maximizer
q∈QkC

v(Ek/q) (21)

Once again, the order of execution of the algorithms plays
no role.

5.4. An incremental Scheme

A modification of the methodology arises if we choose to
begin the search using a low threshold of complexity and
to continue the search only should we receive satisfactory
certainty results. This approach would be proved to be par-
ticularly useful in case there is a multiplicity of entities
Ek,(k = 1, ...,N) to be identified at real time, with a lim-
ited complexity budget. In that case, the algorithms that be-
long to the initial set chosen to be run, can be considered as
triggers. Initiation of further inspection of the document (by
employing more syntactic features and the corresponding al-
gorithms) is based upon the triggers’ results.

6. Experimental Results

Two different types of tests were carried out in order to eval-
uate the performance of the proposed methodology.

First Experiment During the first experiment, the system
was given the images shown in Figure 7 and it searched
for the entity "table". The definition of "table" was given,
as shown in Figure 8,E01 = 0.9/Y01 + 0.7/E02 andE02 =
0.6/Y02 + 0.9/Y03 + 0.8/Y04.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 7: Drawings of "tables"

As a fuzzy intersection operator,the product was chosen:

I(a,b) = ab (22)

And its complementary, the algebraic sum, for union:

U(a,b) = a+b−ab (23)

Composing the two descriptions as described above, the
following primary definition of "table" is obtained:

E01 = 0.9/Y01 + 0.378/Y02 + 0.567/Y03 + 0.567/Y04
(24)

For each syntactic property an estimate of its complex-
ity was experimentally obtained as shown in the follow-
ing list. Complexity units in this list correspond to 103

FLOPS.
Algorithm Complexity

Horizontal surface C(1) = 3.6
Two straight lines C(2) = 4.8
Two vertical lines C(3) = 4.5

Two lines of same length C(4) = 3.3
Results of design in terms of validity are illustrated in
the first four columns of Figure 9, while the correspond-
ing attained certainty values for each drawing (a)-(f) have
been included in the next six columns. Rows of the ta-
ble correspond to design setting validity threshold toM =
0.2, 0.46, 0.73, 0.785. Two comments are worth to be
made: (1)ModifyingM results in selection of different al-
gorithms (see e.g. rows one and two). (2) Relatively high
validity and certainty is obtained at reasonably low com-
putational cost, but pushing the validity threshold to its
high levels causes abrupt increase of the required com-
plexity. Similarly, design results in terms of complexity
have been included in the table of Figure 10 for complex-
ity boundsC = 3.7, 8, 13, 7. Commenting on these re-
sults, decent validity levels are attained even under low
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TABLE
(E01)

TWO
LEGS  (E02)

horizontal
surface

(Y01)

0.9 0.7

mtable = 0.8

TWO
LEGS  (E02)

two straight
lines       (Y02)

two vertical
lines       (Y03)

same
length    (Y04)

0.6 0.9 0.9

mtwo legs = 0.9

Figure 8: Description of the entity "table".

/

M V alidity Complexity Algorithms (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

0.2 0.45 3.3 4 0.4 0.09 0 0.438 0.432 0.403
0.46 0.72 3.6 1 0.705 0.7 0.675 0.396 0.188 0.685
0.73 0.77 6.9 1, 4 0.753 0.703 0.675 0.617 0.519 0.743
0.785 0.79 16.2 1, 2, 3, 4 0.782 0.763 0.675 0.73 0.64 0.765

Figure 9: Design in terms of validity.

complexity constraints. Allowing higher complexity bud-
gets enhances both validity and certainty but the gained
increase is not proportional to the additional computa-
tional cost. The results from both design strategies indi-

/

C V alidity Complexity Algorithms (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

3.7 0.72 3.6 1 0.705 0.7 0.675 0.396 0.188 0.685
8 0.7654 6.9 1, 4 0.753 0.703 0.675 0.617 0.519 0.743
13 0.7827 11.4 1, 3, 4 0.771 0.746 0.675 0.692 0.572 0.752
17 0.79 16.2 1, 2, 3, 4 0.782 0.763 0.675 0.73 0.64 0.765

Figure 10: Design in terms of complexity.

cate that efficient policies can be adopted for optimal use
of resources by balancing between complexity and valid-
ity.

Second Experiment An Equivalent Augmented Automa-
ton was created, as the intersection of 9 elementary au-
tomata where the syntactic properties had random, uni-
formly distributed, weights. We also considered a uni-
formly distributed in [1,6] complexity of the correspond-
ing algorithms. The total complexity was 32.33 (for ex-
haustive search of all syntactic properties) which corre-
sponds to validity 1. In Figure 11 one can see the vari-
ation of the essential complexity, for different values of
the validity threshold, when designing in terms of valid-
ity. In Figure 12 the corresponding results are shown for
the design in terms of complexity.
In both cases, the obtained results confirm the observa-
tions of the first experiment.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we described a method for performing efficient
semantic search in setups of limited complexity budgets.
The theoretic analysis yielded tools for balancing between
search accuracy (validity) and corresponding computational
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Figure 11: Design in terms of validity.
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Figure 12: Design in terms of complexity.

cost (complexity). A couple of experiments confirmed the
value of the proposed methodology.

Our analysis heavily relies on the definition of the so-
called Equivalent Augmented Automaton (EAA) used to
model the procedure of semantic search. Optimization as de-
scribed by Equations 17 and 20 is equivalent to appropri-
ate parsing EAA and finding a cut corresponding to Equa-
tions 18 and 21 respectively. The size of EAA expands ex-
ponentially with respect to the number of syntactic proper-
ties. One of our next goals is certainly to develop efficient
graph traversal algorithms for solving this problem. It seems
that they should take into account the fact that both validity
and complexity are non-decreasing functions of the number
of the involved algorithms. The need of such fast optimiza-
tion methods becomes more apparent if we choose to com-
ply with requirements regarding the attained certainty levels,
dynamically, during the search.
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